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Aside® Chairs

visible comfort
Looks can be relieving, like when you find a side chair—the Aside chair—that
sits as good as it looks. This marriage of appearance and comfort is the work of
designer Mark Goetz. He reasoned that people in workstations, participants in
conference rooms, teams in collaborative spaces, and guests in reception areas all
deserve a comfortable seat—whether they stay for seconds or hours. So he went
for supportive contours, a high and wide back, and a double-thick seat cushion.
And he put them into a sleek, refined profile that turns heads. All of which makes
for an attractive, pleasant place to sit—by the minute or even longer.

Mark Goetz

designed to perform
Aside’s distinctive appearance also powers its performance.
A generously padded, petal-shaped back doesn’t curve inward just for looks—this shape
delivers lumbar support. The outer shell can be ordered with or without upholstery.
The contoured seat—with a double thickness of high-density foam—is as comfortable as it
appears, even when you sit for a long time.
The graceful slope of the seat’s front edge adds appeal and, more important, reduces
pressure on the backs of thighs and encourages proper blood circulation.
The arc of the chair’s rear legs gives Aside a dramatic profile and protects its back from
damage when people push the chair against a wall. Optional casters make the chair even
more mobile.
Aside’s multiple finish and fabric options extend its ability to perform in all kinds of spaces.
And when it’s finished performing, the Aside chair is recyclable—100 percent of it.

Aside Chair with Glides

Aside Chair with Casters

12-year, 3-shift waranty
Like all Herman Miller products, the Aside chair is durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of
our confidence in its quality, the Aside chair is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise
that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and
includes labor on all warranty work.

easy options capability
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Our versatile, flexible products give people real choices. If they need something extra, we can do that, too,
from modifying existing products to developing new ones. For more information on our Easy Options capability,
please visit www.HermanMiller.com/easyoptions.
For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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